The literature proposes some thermal models needed for the electrothermal simulation of power electronic systems. This paper gives a useful analysis about the choice of the thermal model circuit networks, equivalent to a discretization of the heat equation by the finite difference method (FDM) and the finiteelement method (FEM), and an analytic model developed by applying an internal approximation of the heat diffusion problem. The effect of the boundary condition representation and the introduced errors on temperature response at the heat source are studied. This study is advantageous, particularly for large surges of a short time duration.
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NOMENCLATURE cm
cm Effective length and area of the semiconductor device. Silicon-specific heat (J/g/K). Silicon mass density (g/cm ). Absolute temperature (K). Input temperature (K). Input dissipated power (W). Thermal conductivity (W/cm/K).
I. INTRODUCTION
E QUIVALENT electrical circuits as thermal modeling are largely used because of their easy implementation in circuit simulators in which most of the semiconductor device models are implemented. This enables a simple coupling between electrical and thermal phenomena.
Semiconductor manufacturers provide the "effective transient thermal impedance curve" [1] as the key tool to calculate the peak junction temperature in the device. This curve does not include dissipated power for pulse width in the order of few microseconds. This curve is based on classical analysis of the temperature evolution in the structure, which assumes a semifinite solid. It is obtained from a convolution method.
Clement in [2] evokes this problem and proposes a correction of the calculated temperature obtained by the analytical formulation developed by the classical method to take into account the finite dimension of the die. This new analysis gives an appropriate correction of the estimated peak junction Manuscript received November 12, 1997; revised July 13, 1998. Recommended by Associate Editor, W. Portnoy.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0885-8993(99)01830-X. temperature of semiconductor devices useful in the case of large surges of short time duration. Unfortunately, for a given input power dissipation, the peak junction temperature is given by a convolution model, and it does not fit with circuit simulators.
On the other hand, equivalent electrical circuits and analytical model fit well with circuit simulators. Classical equivalent circuits ( Fig. 1 ) are based on a finite difference discretization of the heat equation [3] , [4] . A recent paper [5] proposed another equivalent electrical circuit based on the finite element approach (Fig. 2) . In [6] , the authors proposed an analytical model based on internal approximation. In fact, with a suitable choice of the decomposition functions, this method gives a good tradeoff between accuracy and simulation time.
The present paper gives an analysis of the three methods, the finite difference method (FDM), the finite-element method (FEM), and the analytical model (IAAM). Especially, the accuracy of these methods is treated for large surges of a short time duration, where the gap between the estimated temperature predicted by the methods is not negligible. This corresponds to the practical case of most of the power device operations.
In Section II, the FDM is recalled and the error on estimated temperature responses is studied. The FEM results are presented in the third section. In the fourth section, the results given by the IAAM model are presented and compared to the other models. 0885-8993/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE In the case of a vertical power device, where the thickness is small compared to other dimensions, heat is generated at the top surface of silicon and flows linearly along the axes (perpendicular to the silicon surface ). So, the top surface is considered to be a geometrical boundary of the device at , where the input power is assumed to be uniformly dissipated. The lower surface (at ) is considered to be the cooling boundary, where the temperature is assumed to be equal to the input temperature Convection and radiation are assumed to be negligible. So, a one-dimensional (1-D) heat flow may be considered, and since the thermal characteristics of silicon are assumed to be independent of temperature, the thermal system is governed by the following partial differential equation:
We note that this analysis corresponds also to the case of microelectronic integrated circuit (IC), where the distribution of the heat generation at the top of the silicon chip is uniform.
II. FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD
The 1-D structure is geometrically discretized using constant steps of value (cm). At node number , the discretization of (1) with a constant step value gives the classical relation [3] (3) where is the temperature at the node number and
The first-order discretization of the boundary condition at gives
To take into account the boundary condition at , (3) has to be considered with Taking into account (3) and (4), the equivalent circuit of the 1-D thermal model is shown in Fig. 1, where and are the elementary thermal resistance and capacitance, respectively.
For a power pulse of high magnitude and very short duration (pulse duration less than the temperature response time in the silicon die), the FDM introduces an important error, especially on the first node temperature This error depends mainly on the discretization step value In fact, for a short rise time of dissipated power , we can assume that the temperature value does not increase significantly for an important step value So, the introduced temperature error on temperature response is given by (4) (5) Fig. 3 (a) and (b) shows responses induced by a highpower pulse for different values. The parameters are W/cm/K, J/cm /K, m, and mm Using 50 nodes, the introduced temperature error is around 22 K (in the first instants corresponding to the establishment of the dissipated power to its maximum). To minimize this error, it should be used a very fine mesh in the proximity of the dissipated power source, which implies an important node number. The important temperature error (proportional to dissipated power variation) is due to the heat equation that is not satisfied for node number Finally, the boundary condition (4) is used in place of (3). Obviously, if a fine mesh is used , the numerical solution becomes near the solution of the boundary value problem.
III. FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD
Another classical method used to develop thermal models is the FEM, which is based on a variational approximation [7] of the heat equation.
The approximated solution of (1) is given by (6) where are the decomposition functions and are the coordinates of the temperature approximation in the functional space basis formed by the decomposition functions.
A trial function is considered. Using (2a), the integration of (1) multiplied by a function over yields the following variational equation associated to the boundary problem (1) and (2) [6]: (7) where are the trial functions. Classically, the boundary conditions (2) are taken into account in the variational equation (7) . The internal approximation is the projection of the exact solution of the boundary value problem on the decomposition functional space. It is obtained by substituting (6) into (7) . Equation (7) applied for trial function may be written in a matrix form (8) So, the obtained model is a state-space model, where are the state variables. For instance, an output value of the state-space model may be the temperature at
The temperature at abscissa is given by (9) where is the row vector formed by the decomposition functions Particularly, the FEM consists of a classical choice of the decomposition function , which is a linear piecewise function equal to one at node number and zero at any other node (Fig. 4) . The advantage of this choice of functions is the analytical calculation of matrix elements. Since the support of the function (the set of satisfying ) is a small part of the studied space , the obtained matrix A is sparse because most of the matrix element corresponds to calculation of the integral of function outside of their support. On the other hand, this choice can lead the temperature's coordinate to correspond to the temperature itself or its derivative at node In our case, correspond to the node temperature values. Classically, the trial functions are chosen to be equal to the decomposition functions This hypothesis simplifies the matrix configuration and the matrix A becomes symmetric. So, all of these remarks show that the FEM corresponds to a good choice of function for an intensive numerical calculation. The equivalent circuit of the obtained 1-D thermal model is represented in Fig. 2 [5] , where and Fig. 5 shows thermal responses given by the equivalent thermal circuit obtained by the FEM for different element numbers. The temperature has a smooth response corresponding to the step of dissipated power because of the capacitance in parallel connection with the power source. In fact, in the FEM the boundary conditions as well as the heat equations are completely included in variational equation (7) . Fig. 5 shows clearly that the FEM gives a better thermal response than the FDM (Table I ). The inconvenience of the FEM equivalent circuit is the negative value of the capacitance that corresponds to no physical meaning.
IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL AND INTERNAL APPROXIMATION
The FEM is based on the choice of compact support functions. So, the classical choice of the decomposition functions mentioned above supposes that the temperature distributions between the nodes in the device have the same evolution. These functions may correspond to a laser spot response, but not correspond to a physical description of the temperature evolution when the dissipated power is generated particularly at the top of the device.
Subsequently, the idea is to develop an efficient analytical model based on an internal approximation where the decomposition functions have a support equal to the complete physical domain [ defined for ] instead of restriction of a neighborhood segment of a given node as in FEM.
The approximated solution of (1) may be written as (10) In this case, does not correspond to the node temperature value. The variational equation associated with the boundary value problem [see (1)-(2b)] is given by (7) [6] .
As developed in [6] , the suitable choice of decomposition functions enables a good approximation of the problem solution.
and are the input variables because the boundary value problem [see (1)-(2b)] depends on their values.
Consequently, and are output variables of the models. The schematic representation of the input-output variables on the semiconductor die is represented in Fig. 6 [8] .
As developed below (7) and taking into account (10), we obtain the following differential equations that represent the system dynamics: In the case where the dissipated power is located at the top of the chip, the decomposition functions can be chosen like (Fig. 7) satisfying because which represents a good approximation of the physical evolution of the temperature in the device as given in Fig. 7 . Fig. 9 . temperature responses obtained by the IAAM for different order models.
The trial functions are chosen like (Fig. 8) In fact, for , verifies the energy balance. For , are chosen so that the matrix exists and the determinant of the matrix is large to avoid a numerical problem. Fig. 9 gives simulation results obtained with model orders 2, 4, and 6. In our case, is equal to room temperature (300 K) and is defined as
In the case of the sixth-order model, the numerical values of matrix and matrix , obtained by Mathematica computations, are given in the equation given at the bottom of the next page and in We note that the IAAM model gives a good result for a model order larger or equal to six. This advantage compared to the FEM method is due to the choice of decomposition functions
In fact, in the IAAM model, have a physical evolution that approaches the temperature distribution in the device. We note that this choice of gives good results, concerning the temperature evolution, when the dissipated power is located at the top of the device. In other Fig. 10 . Temperature distribution at different instants. cases (dissipated power at the bottom or in the volume), another decomposition function evolution will be chosen. Fig. 10 shows the temperature evolution versus the abscissa for different instants. This distribution is in agreement with the decomposition function evolution. So, we should have an idea about dissipated power locations and temperature evolution in the device to define the decomposition functions. We note that it is possible to discretize the device structure with the IAAM method, this discretization enables (for example) the introduction of dissipated power source in the volume.
The analytical model developed here is easy to implement in circuit simulators (ELDO [9] , PACTE [10] , SABER [11] , SMASH [12] , etc.) using high-level description language. The different IAAM models for orders 2, 4, and 6 have been developed using language with a PACTE simulator and translated in ABCD for a SMASH simulator. Nevertheless, the translation into other simulator languages is possible. These models give good results with simulation central processing unit (CPU) times less than what is needed by the FEM method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a comparison between three 1-D thermal models (FDM, FEM, and IAAM) for electrothermal simulation of power semiconductor devices. We have studied especially the effect of the boundary condition representation at the position of the heat source. Because the discretized heat equation is not satisfied at the node corresponding to the boundary equation (2a), the FDM introduces an large error in temperature responses especially at the heat source. This error depends mainly on the discretization step value and the dissipated power step value per unit area. So, the FDM is not an accurate method for thermal modeling.
On the other hand, the FEM and the analytical model (IAAM) do not introduce such an error. They represent accurately the boundary condition at the heat source because this condition is included in the variational equation derived from the heat equation.
Finally, concerning thermal model circuit networks, it is clear that for electrothermal simulation of power semiconductor devices, the FEM [1-D, two-dimensional (2-D), and three-dimensional (3-D)] gives more accurate results than the FDM for the same number of nodes.
For an adequate choice of the decomposition function in the IAAM method, we obtain an interesting result with a model order less than the one used in the FEM method. We note that it is very difficult to formulate the IAAM method in the case of 2-D and 3-D models, and the good results given by this method are tributary of the idea that we have about the temperature distribution in the device a priori. For 2-D or 3-D thermal phenomena, the FEM model is easier to implement than the IAAM model. So, for multidimensional thermal phenomena, a mixed thermal model (FEM and IAAM models) enables to obtain good results in an optimized simulation time.
